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The Hoof

- Construction of the Hoof
- The Hoof Capsule

- The Sole
- The heel bulbs
- The Frog

- Hoof capsule Pigmentation
- Hoof Mechanism and Blood circulation in the hoof

Hoof Shapes

- The normal Hoof

Defective Hoof Shapes

- The Wide Hoof
- The Narrow Hoof
Hoof Quality
- Hoof Care
- Feed
- Water
- Exercise

Horseshoes
- The Horseshoe
- Advantages of Shoeing
- Disadvantages

Hoof Care Problems
- Thrush
- Canker
- White line Disease
- Founder

Under-run Heels
The Flat Foot
Sheared Heels
Club Foot

Environment
Bedding
Oiling
Supplements

Trimming